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CALENDAR 
 

 
    SAG Meeting May 13, 1994       SAG Meeting June 10, 1994 
    7:30 PM at Wolffs in McCloud      7:30 PM at Broeckels in Yreka 
 
___________________ 
          June 20-24, 1994 NSS Convention in Texas 
May 14-15, 1994 Vertical         Cave the Republic! Armadillos beware! 
       Meet Foster City      July 16-23, 1994 NCRC Seminar in Virginia   
          See page 19           Cave Rescue operations and management. 
_____________________      ?   Western regional – Watch this space. 
 
 
 

COVER: The cover and the picture on page 6 are reprinted with permission from 
the National Wildlife Federation which publishes National Wildlife magazine. Peter 
Nelson and (photographer) Kevin Downey prepared an article that appeared in the 
Apr-May 1994 issue of National Wildlife. Shown are fruit bats in the Cave of the 
Boas. This cave contains a large population of the bats. A group of boa constrictors 
has learned to hang from vines at the cave entrance and snatch bats out of the air. 
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SAG MEETING NOTES 
 

March 11, 1994; at Jim & Bea Kottinger’s home in Mt. Shasta, Jim Wolff called the meeting to 
order at 7:53 PM. Present were Bill Broeckel, Melanie Jackson, Richard Stewart, Bill Kenney, Jim 
& Bea Kottinger, Ray Miller, Neils Smith, Ben Sutton, and Jim & Liz Wolff. Ron Osborne and 
Jennifer Gould visited from Jefferson State Grotto, and Francis Mangells, wildlife biologist from the 
McCloud District of S-TNF was a special guest. This was not an official visit by the USFS. 

Treasurer: Neils reported a balance of $538.48. Bill Broeckel presented SAG RAG bills totaling 
$52.10. Payment was approved. 

Communication: Jim Wolff received letters from John Wilson about cave registers and 
software, and a letter from George & Dorothy Reel. 

Old Business: Bill B. received the cave register special use permit ready to be signed. PLUTO 
CAVE discussed with nothing concrete yet from KNF. Tax exempt status on hold. BAT CAVE 
letter from Dixie Pierson supporting closure of the man-made entrance sent to USFS. 

New Business: Jim Wolff read a letter regarding a USFS meeting in Bend, OR, about bolting of 
cave ceilings by sport climbers. Bill K. attended the meeting and reported, with follow-up 
discussion on same. Ray Miller requests making notes of all bat sightings. Cave leads from 
“Caves of Shasta County” by Roseanna Gill were mentioned. 

Special features: Francis Mangells gave a talk on the fauna of ADAMS HOMESTEAD and 
HARRIS MOUNTAIN CAVES. Cave mapping class by Liz Wolff started at 10:10 PM. Mapping 
class continued the next morning with a remap of Barnum Cave with Jennifer Gould, Melanie 
Jackson, Bill Kenney, Ron Osborne, Neils Smith, and Jim & Liz Wolff (teaching). Later in the 
afternoon, they were visited at the cave by Jim Kottinger and Ray Miller. The meeting was never 
formally adjourned. 

 
April 15, 1994, at home of Mark Fritzke & Linda Villatore in Arcata. Chairman Jim Wolff called the 
meeting to order at 9 PM, after Nathan Jones showed a B&W film taken in SAMWEL CAVE for a 
cinematography class. The title was “Lights in Dark Places”. Also present at the meeting were 
John Bair, Dick & Kathy LaForge, Liz Wolff, Bill Broeckel, Neils Smith, Jim Dancy (Shascade 
Caving Society), and 7 visitors. 

Correspondence: Applications for a vertical workshop were passed around (see P.19). Dr. 
Dixie Pierson wrote a letter supporting the closure of the man-made entrance to BAT CAVE. An ad 
for SMAPS 5.2 was passed. Cave management and implementation plans for Forest Service 
Region 6 were reviewed and circulated. 

Old Business: Rescue – Mark Fritzke reports that Northwest Cave Rescue has been certified 
in Clackamas County (OR) and would like to be certified in Siskiyou County (CA). Mark described 
the pre-plan and personnel list that NCR has produced for searching for lost or injured cavers, and 
for doing initial situation assessments, including medical, technical and cave travel requirements. 
NCR would like to introduce themselves and their skills to Siskiyou Co. SAR as a trained, viable 
cave rescue unit, with a practice rescue at a local site. SAR also needs to see Marble Mountain 
caves firsthand. Mark proposes contacting Mark Bowers (Mother Lode) and Eric Mortensen (NCR) 
to set a date in late September with SAR in a cave to be named. Mark attended rescue training in 
the Mother Lode area. They covered finding lost cavers and litter handling in an actual cave, with 
two scenarios. Finally, Dick LaForge proposed a focused task rescue practice for KMCTF this 
season. 

New Business: Bill B. reviewed the Klamath NF watershed analysis pilot project for the Upper 
South Fork Salmon River, including the proposed French Creek Research Natural Area. Mark 
showed a new LED “flashlight” that gives 80 hours of light on two AA batteries. 

The meeting adjourned at 9:52 PM, to dessert and a dueling slide show of LECHUGUILLA 
CAVE by Mark and Dick that mesmerized the audience. 
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GROTTO NEWS 
 

SHASTA VALLEY: Somebody dug out a new opening to SAND CAVE. I took some young people to Sand 
Cave the other day, and we were able to put a hand through the new opening at the eastern end of the 
cave. 

Regarding TEETER ROCK and DANCEHALL CAVES, Ray Miller offers the following update and 
reminder: “(These) caves are located in a subdivision served by private roads. The roads are posted, and 
entry is restricted to property owners and others with permission. The property owner I talked to was most 
emphatic that he would not grant permission for recreational caving, and to the best of my knowledge no 
other owner has granted permission for recreational caving in this subdivision. To date SAG has maintained 
excellent relations with property owners. Please help continue this relationship by respecting property rights 
of others, and enter posted property only after receiving written permission.” 

PLUTO CAVE is nearby, and Klamath National Forest has taken an interest in acquiring the cave and 
managing it for recreational caving. Barbara Williams is a good KNF contact person regarding Pluto Cave. 
She was mis-identified as Barbara Holder in the last SAG RAG. (Ed. Sorry). Barbara Holder is the Forest 
Supervisor. 
 
KLAMATH MOUNTAINS: Research Natural Area (RNA) status is up for consideration in both Marble Valley 
and French Creek. Juan De La Fuentes, KNF geologist, has made multiple trips up French Creek getting a 
feel for the extent of the karst and the potential boundaries of the RNA. Regarding Marble Valley, the 
contact person is District Ranger Bob Lindsay. He can make recommendations to the forest Land 
Management Plan (LMP) which is coming up very soon. In addition to certain protections, another aspect of 
RNA status is that recreational use is not encouraged. Therefore, Marble Valley is considered for something 
very unique – an underground RNA. Traditional recreational uses, along the Pacific Crest Trail, for example, 
could continue. Also, certain caves could be excluded from the RNA. Do you have some thoughts about 
this? Both Juan and Bob would welcome input and ideas from cavers at this time. 
 
KLAMATH MOUNTAINS: Research Natural Area (RNA) status is up for consideration in both Marble Valley 
and French Creek. Juan De La Fuentes, KNF geologist, has made multiple trips up French Creek getting a 
feel for the extent of the karst and the potential boundaries of the RNA. Regarding Marble Valley, the 
contact person is District Ranger Bob Lindsay. He can make recommendations to the forest Land 
Management Plan (LMP) which is coming up very soon. In addition to certain protections, another aspect of 
RNA status is that recreational use is not encouraged. Therefore, Marble Valley is considered for something 
very unique – an underground RNA. Traditional recreational uses, along the Pacific Crest Trail, for example, 
could continue. Also, certain caves could be excluded from the RNA. Do you have some thoughts about 
this? Both Juan and Bob would welcome input and ideas from cavers at this time. 
 
CARPAL CAVE: Jim Wolff may name his next new cave passage the “Carpal Tunnel”. Good luck Jim! 
 
HANTIVIRUS: Medically speaking, here is a fearful item you will be hearing more about. Hantavirus is the 
germ responsible for killing people in the Four-Corners region a year ago. By October there were 42 
reported cases with a 62% mortality. Death was by Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) in spite of 
intensive care. Carried by rodents, the virus has moved up the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada, skipped 
into Modoc County, and has now been identified in eastern Siskiyou County. Rodents involved include Deer 
mice (Peromyscus maniculatus), Pinon mice (P. truei), Brush mice (P. boylii), and western chipmunks 
(Tamias spp). Noticeably absent is our-old cave friend Neotoma (packrat). However, both Deer mice & 
Brush mice are known to be troglophilic and inhabit cave entrances. 

Humans are infected by inhaling aerosolized saliva or excreta produced by the rodents. Arthropod 
vectors are not involved. Long term exposure seems to facilitate infection, but it can happen quickly, and 
also by bite. The CDC says “most usual tourist activities pose little or no risk”. Hmmm. My advice: don’t 
breath in mouse fumes! 
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 CLIMBING IN CAVES 
  

“Message: An unusual cave management issue 
is developing on the Deschutes National Forest in 
Oregon. World class climbers from nearby Smith 
Rocks State Park have discovered the entrances of 
lava tubes and are establishing bolt protected routes 
up the walls and across the ceiling. In this case the 
caves are important archeological sites which the 
activity is impacting. One cave entrance has had 
over 130 bolts and hangers placed, with webbing 
loop quick-draws with two carabiners left hanging 
from some. Cavers in the Northwest have taken 
issue with the activity and claim it violates Section 7 
(a) (1) of the Federal Cave Resources Protection 
Act, which prohibits marring or defacement of 
significant caves. The climbers are using battery 
powered hammer-drills to bore holes for the bolts. 
Articles describing this type of climbing have 
appeared in at least one national magazine. 

“If any of you have heard of this activity taking 
place elsewhere I would appreciate hearing from 
you. We suspect the activity may spread to other 
cave areas due to the national publicity it has 
received. Any reports I receive will be shared with 
those of you on the caves mailing list.” 

 
Ed. Comment  B. Broeckel 

 
Even cavers are known to put in halts when 

needed to proceed further along the cave passage. 
This whole issue reminds me of some legendary 
events that happened in Yosemite over 20 years 
ago. In the fall of 1970, Warren Harding and Dean 
Caldwell established a route straight up the middle 
of El Capitan. This was a media event, but they used 
many more bolts (some say 300) than was 
customary on new El Cap routes and thus some of 
the other climbers were offended. Later that winter 
Royal Robbins and Don Lauria repeated the route 
and “chopped” the first 300 feet of the bolt ladder. 
This was viewed as a protest climb. The main 
difference was a matter of ethical and stylistic 
sensitivity. Cavers are right to object to vandalism 
such as drilling many holes in the cave, leaving stuff 
in caves, marking with chalk, bothering beleaguered 

 
 

bats, and disturbing arch sites. But let’s also remember that these climbers are caving 
recreationally, albeit differently from traditional caving. Rules for the climbers will also be rules for 
us. I can think of some caves that bear watching on this and so can you. Would you like to 
officially comment? Write to:  

Bill Queen, Fort Rock RD, USFS  
1230 NE 3rd St., Bend OR 97701 
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All About Bats 

POPULATIONS 
 

People sometimes ask if bats are rare. The answer is no one knows. Even in 
areas where bats are intensively studied no one has ever found all the roosts, or 
been able to capture all the animals. A species captured abundantly in a mist net 
may be quite uncommon. The net may have been placed in the only area that 
species frequents, and that particular species may be very inept at avoiding nets. A 
bat rarely encountered may be common, but it forages too high to be netted, and its 
roosts have never been located. 

Not all bats look like the drawings we see at Halloween. In the local area we 
probably have somewhere between 15 and 20 species, but the differences in the 
various species is not apparent to the casual observer watching bats forage under 
a street light or roosting in a dimly lighted alcove. For this reason placing a label on 
a species such as “Rare” or “Species of Special Concern” is meaningless to the 
general public. 

Bats take advantage of manmade structures suitable for roosts. Some species 
prefer caves, and a couple of local species roost in crevices in bark or among the 
leaves of trees. The colonial nature of most bats makes them very vulnerable to 
their only real predator – man. Unknowing or uncaring vandals can destroy an 
entire bat population in just a few minutes. 

Ray Miller 
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Map: Millipede Cave 

 
 

MILLIPEDE CAVE  by Bill Broeckel 
 

Millipede Cave is a surface tube located in the Hat Creek lava flow of Shasta County, 
California. We first noticed the entrance on Oct. 23, 1992. At this time we removed a small 
amount of trash from the first part of the cave. On March 22, 1994 we finally got back to 
push the cave to its end, and to survey it. There was a snow storm that day, but my son 
Benjamin was a good sport and held the end of the tape for the survey. He was the one that 
found the millipede. It was non-pigmented and had long antennae. We decided that it was a 
significant millipede because it was an actual example of how even a surface tube can 
support a small and fragile population of cave adapted invertebrates. 

In October this cave was stale and dusty. But in March, it was cool and damp with a 
dripping ceiling. Just past the 1.5 foot crawl through a patch of breakdown, there was a nice 
display of lavacicles. The cross sections of the cave were typical of surface tubes, with low 
arched ceilings and flat floors. The floor material was mostly compacted grit with some drip 
holes. The cave ended as a dirt fill. 

The greatest ceiling height was about four feet, and this was near the entrance. Even 
Benjamin had to do some crawling towards the back of the cave. It was most enjoyable to 
sit together in the shelter of the entrance, and watch the blizzard blowing by outside. Just a 
thin roof of lava made such a difference on the conditions of the immediate area. How 
helpless the millipedes without the caves. 
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NEWSLETTER REVIEW 4/17/94 
 
It is a quiet Sunday evening and Kathy and I are relaxing after a very nice visit 

by Wolffs, Neils Smith, Shascade caver Jim Dancy, and Bill Broeckel. The excuse 
was a SAG meeting and party/BBQ with local cavers at Mark and Linda Fritzke’s 
house last night. This morning, Mark led a tide-pool and sea cave trip just south of 
Trinidad Head. This reminds me of past years (quite past) when the Shasta folks 
would come over and camp on the South Spit. Those were some cold and windy 
days! Anyway, Bill had to remind me to come up with a newsletter review pronto, as 
it had been due to him on the 10th. OOPS, that was tax time and I forgot, even 
though it is on my calendar. I have learned to keep a calendar, but not to look at it. 

The party was a fine one with lots of good slides and a short artistic movie by 
local caver Nathan Jones made in Samwel Cave. Mark Fritzke and myself outlined 
a proposal for the next step in cave rescue training. Mark proposed a rescue 
practice this summer or early fall, not in the Marbles, and involving Eric Mortensen’s 
Oregon cave rescue group, ourselves, and the Shasta/Klamath Mts. S&R/Sherries 
departments and possibly Mark Bowers. Eric’s group has been classified as “OK for 
cave rescue” by its local Oregon sheriff’s dept and the idea is that we might be able 
to achieve the same status here by extension. Mark is going to work on it. Dick 
suggested another rescue practice at the Marble Mts. this year, to continue the 
tradition of last year’s successful session. This one would be less ambitious and 
comprehensive, and would focus on a single but crucial real-life rescue task, such 
as getting someone out of the Bigfoot entrance. It would be not so much a class as 
an experiment by a smaller number of cavers to get a feel for the equipment and 
difficulties involved. There may be a more detailed report of the meeting in this 
issue. 

 
NEWSLETTER REVIEWS 

 
There is an unusual amount of good writing for us to steal for this issue, so let’s 

get started. 
First on the list just has to be an account by Dave Bunnell of recent discoveries 

in Hawaii. You will see this information in the NSS News, but the day-by-day 
account from the SFBC Newsletter, March 1994, is just too exciting. It has to be 
when the new deepest cave in the US (surpassing Lechuguilla) and the deepest pit 
in the US are both discovered in the same week. You may hear some debate on 
whether a 400 ft open-air crater counts as part of the depth of a pit (by current 
definition the start of a cave is the overflow point of its sinkhole entrance), but you 
may after this hear less about lava tubes not being “real” caves. 

As you may be aware, there is a serious problem in Oregon with rock climbers 
cluttering up lava tube entrances with bolts and other climbing hardware. They like 
to climb the overhangs found in the entrances. From the March 1994 issue of The 
Speleograph (Oregon Grotto.) there is an update on the current state of 
negotiations between the USFS, the cavers, and the climbers. This followed the 
February issue which has great detail on the problem and includes correspondence 
between the USFS and the Oregon Grotto, and is too lengthy to be reprinted. The 
Oregon Grotto is to be commended for attacking this problem. 

The Underground Express has to be commended for its “random dot 
stereogram” on the cover. It neatly illustrates the fact that caves cannot be seen 
merely by looking at the surface. Bill will reprint it if there is room. 
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There are too many more good articles to print them all. I will save some for a 
time when our writers are less inspired. Remember that you can get all these 
newsletters from Jim and Liz Wolff. He keeps them all in the SAG library, which is 
meant to be used. He has quite a few interesting books also, many of which I have 
borrowed. 

The Devil’s Advocate (April 1994) has a really terrific account by Vivian Loftin of 
her caving trip to New Zealand. It was a solo, low budget, relatively unplanned trip; 
not part of an expedition. She just went, met cavers, and went caving, and of 
course with such spontaneity had a wonderful time. Her descriptions make the New 
Zealand caves seem (as I am sure they are) extremely enticing. 

The Valley Caver (Mother Lode Grotto), Winter 1993, takes the Reviewer’s 
Prize for the most interesting articles in one newsletter. First there is a trip report by 
Karole Ward describing her first visit to Crystal Snail Cave and the trials and 
dilemmas she encountered. Next is another report on a gritty trip to Avalanche 
Cave, by Martin Haye. Not last, and not least, is another trip report by Dennis 
Worthington describing an expedition to the French Creek area in October 1993. 
That is our territory and involves new discoveries. Also, the area is being made a 
Natural Study Area, which means it and its karst and caves will receive some 
protection, with the input of Rich Sundquist, Mark Fritzke, et al. I am asking that this 
article be reprinted. 

Cavingly,  
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From the SFBC Newsletter, March 1994, vol. 37, no. 3 
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From the SFBC Newsletter, (continued) 
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From The Speleograph (OR Grotto), March 1994  
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From Underground Express (WVG), vol. 13, no. 4  
 

 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From Devil’s Advocate (Diablo Grotto), April 1994, vol. 27, no. 4, pages 34-36 

        By Vivian Loftin 
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From Devil’s Advocate, (continued) 
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From Devil’s Advocate, (continued) 
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From Valley Caver (MLG), Winter 1993, vol. 13, no. 2  
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REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT          REPRINT 
 

From Valley Caver, (continued) 
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Mark Fritzke on rope. 
 

This photo is from Dennis Worthington’s article 
on French Creek (See page 17).  
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